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While we were away… 
January 4, 2010 in Uncategorized by The China Beat | 1 comment 
The most distressing news from China over the holidays was the severe sentence (11 years in prison) 
handed to dissident Liu Xiaobo for his involvement in the writing and organization of Charter ’08 in 
December 2008. For those who are catching up on this story, a brief set of readings to bring you up to 
speed on the situation. 
1. A brief news story about Liu’s sentencing at Foreign Policy. 
2. For a sampling of Chinese (intellectual) views on Liu’s sentencing, see the translations at Global 
Voices Online (which draws heavily from translations atUnder the Jacaranda Tree).  (If you are 
interested in learning more about the history of Global Voices, see Rebecca MacKinnon’s recent post 
at her blog.) 
3. A group of writers, including Don Delillo, E.L. Doctorow, and Edward Albee,gathered in New York to 
draw attention to Liu’s situation. 
4. Jerome Cohen, of NYU’s Law School, on China’s “hollow” rule of law (ht: Danwei). Cohen comments 
not just on Liu Xiaobo’s case, but also on the case of the British man executed on December 26 for 
drug smuggling. 
5. “Liu Xiaobo, Drifting with the Tide” at ChinaGeeks (ht: Jottings) 
Due to the holiday, and the general sensitivity of this issue, commentaries and analysis are only now 
trickling out on this topic. We’ll try to point out other worthy pieces as they become available. 
 
